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Discord read receipts

Save Discord messages and view them afterDiscord Notebook **Important: Always update the extension to the latest version ** Discord Notebook, an extension that lets you save Discord messages and view them later. Features: Save Messages View Messages of Guild / Channel / User Bookmark and delete messages Export messages from Discord search
to a file To use the extension, log in to your favorite server and you will see the Discord Notebook icon in the toolbar next to the hoard notification icon. Click the icon and select Select message, then click any message you want to save, and you'll see it marked as selected, click the message again to unmark it. Click the icon again and select one of the save
options, after clicking on one of the options save the extension that will save your message locally in your browser memory. To view messages clicking on the expand icon in your browser toolbar, this opens the extension page with a nice user interface for you to view the messages. Please submit your feedback discordnotebook@gmail.com with the
suggestions and features you want to see in the future. Have fun chatting! Discord Notebook English (United Kingdom) English (United States) Español (Latinoamérica) I feel like it is a necessary feature in every messenger that Discord is somehow missing. Page 2 6 last updated comments: September 1, 2020 'Can I know if someone read my message in
Discord? I sent a message to someone and they didn't reply. What did I do wrong?' Does that sound familiar? We get this kind of question all the time and I think now is a good time to address this topic. First of all, let's address the first aspect of that question. Can you tell if someone reads your message in Discord? The answer is no. Discord does not use
read receipts or any notification systems. I think it's good but your opinions may be different. Now let's address the second part of that message. Social anxiety factors and reasons you want to know if someone read your message in the first place. Social anxiety Snapchat changed the arrow from opaque to sketchy. Twitter ticks turn blue, WhatsApp ticks turn
blue, iMessage changes Delivered to Read if read receipts are enabled. Most social networks use reading receipts and multiple messaging services to do. For some they are a force for good. For others, they are another way to experience social anxiety. We were all there. We send a reply to someone and add a little of ourselves in the message. See you
tonight for dinner. Then you post one, 'Can't wait to see you!'. You see Delivery appear. You see Read appear. You calmly wait for an answer. I waited a little longer. Then paranoia set Why didn't they answer? What's wrong with me? What did I say? Why didn't they answer? Social contracts For many of us, using a messaging system or or media include an
implied social contract implies that some messages require a quick reply. Any message that delivers a small piece of yourself is definitely one of those messages. Depending on your personality, reading receipts can make this worse. In the example above. You send a piece of yourself in a message. You saw them read it but they didn't answer. You know
they read it, which feeds your insecurity. Even if you are usually a confident person with few worries, this anxiety finds its way through. You begin to doubt your worth. You begin to doubt others. You may even start to doubt your relationship with them. You really shouldn't though. It's not always about you messaging system is exactly that, a system. A
mechanism follows a specific process from start to finish without accounting for the real world. Has the message been sent? If so, send the sent message. Does the message appear in the app while your phone is open? Yes/No, send a Read message if available. There is no accounting whether the person sees the message or not. Or what was happening
in their lives at the time. It is a situation that we all need to think about when we experience social anxiety. We send a message to someone and it's not immediately replied to. We rarely think about them or what they were doing at the time. It immediately came back to us. What did I do? What did I say? Why do they hate me? Why don't they rate me enough
to respond immediately? It's a pointless spiral to find ourselves in but we do it anyway. In an ideal world, the person you're texting will reply immediately. But we're all different. Some people will think that the comment above does not need an answer as it is not a question. Some people may not even see the message because they've switched from a
messaging app to something else on their phone. Or very not I know, have put their phone down to do something else. Just because a message says it was read doesn't really mean it was. Your phone can open multiple apps at once. Multitasm is now a thing on the phone. Even notifications can get lost in the noise. Some apps won't show notifications while
you're using them. If someone is working, they can turn off the sound and vibration so as not to disturb colleagues or disturb their boss. There are thousands of reasons why you might see a read receipt or someone who hasn't replied. Only one of those thousands of reasons has anything to do with you. I'm glad Discord doesn't use receipts to read as I think
they eat social anxiety and one little thing to worry about while you're online has been a good thing right? On the right?
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